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Abstract
The scattering of long water waves by an array of bodies is investigated   
using the method of matched asymptotic expansions.  Two particular geometries   
are considered, these are a group of vertical cylinders extending throughout      
the depth and a group of floating hemispheres.  From these solutions, the low-
frequency limit of the ratio of the mean drift  force on a group of N bodies     
to that on a single body is calculated.  For a wide range of circumstances this 
drift force ratio is N2 which is in agreement with previous numerical work. 
Further drift force enhancement is possible for certain configurations of    
vertical cylinders. 
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1.  Introduction
Bodies floating in irregular seas may experience low-frequency oscillations 
as a result of second-order interactions between different frequency components 
of the incident wave train. Newman (1974) has shown that the slowly-varying 
forces that give rise to these oscillations may be related to the mean drift   
forces on the body in monochromatic waves at a frequency corresponding to that     
of the oscillations. The mean drift  force is easier to model than the slowly-
varying force, though also a second-order effect it depends only on the first-order 
solution.  Thus, if the linear scattering problem can be solved the mean drift 
force may be calculated. For further information on second-order wave forces, 
see, for example, Pinkster (1979). 
Recent numerical results of Eatock-Taylor and Hung (1985) concerning mean 
drift forces on multi-column structures have shown that interaction effects between 
structural elements may be very important at low frequencies.  Their work suggests 
that for certain geometries the mean horizontal drift force on a group of N   
bodies may be of the order of N2 times the forces on a single body when the inci-
dent waves are long compared to the overall body size. In a discussion accompanying 
that paper the present author indicated briefly how this 'N2 law' may be verified 
analytically for an array of widely-spaced cylinders.  In the present work a more 
rigorous and extensive investigation of this behaviour is undertaken.  In parti-
cular, the long-wave limit of the mean, drift force is calculated for an array of 
vertical cylinders extending throughout the water depth and for an array of 
hemispheres floating on water of infinite depth.  In the former case the N2         
law does not always hold, for closely-spaced bodies there may be additional 
enhancement effects, but for an array of hemispheres the law is exact in the 
low-frequency limit.  Consideration of a known solution for scattering by a 
single truncated cylinder suggests that any additional enhancement, as exhibited   
in the vertical cylinder case, will be small for most floating bodies. 
As stated above, the mean drift force is calculated from the solution of       
the linear diffraction problem.  A number of authors have proposed solution 
procedures for wave scattering by an array of arbitrary bodies that can, in 
principle, be used for all wave frequencies and body spacings, for example that 
due to Kagemoto and Yue (1985). However, none of these methods can yield, 
easily,  analytical  results  for the long-wave l imit .   In the present work the 
problem of the scattering of long waves by an array of bodies is solved using 
the method of matched asymptotic expansions.  The basic procedure is similar to 
that used by Balsa (1977, 1982 and 1983) for work in acoustics on low-frequency 
flow through an array of bodies, consequently some details of the matching will 
not be given here. 
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The horizontal mean drift force may be calculated from the linear 
dif f ract ion potent ia l  in  two ways,  e i ther  by direct  integrat ion of  a  quadrat ic  
term over the body surface or indirectly from the far-field potential .   Here 
the latter procedure, due to Maruo (1960), is employed so the leading-order 
approximation to the far-field potential for long waves is required.  The 
general  formulation of the scattering problem is given in section 2 while the 
solutions for an array of cylinders and an array of hemispheres are described 
in  sec t ions  3  and  4  respec t ive ly .   F ina l ly ,  in  sec t ion  5 ,  express ions  for  the  
mean drift force are presented and discussed. 
2.  General formulation
A plane wave-train of amplitude A and frequency ω  is incident upon an 
array of N fixed bodies in water of constant depth h .  Cartesian coordinates 
(x,y,z) are defined so that the (x,y)-plane corresponds to the mean free surface 
and the z-axis is directed vertically downwards.  The origin of coordinates is 
chosen to be within the array. It  will  also be convenient to employ cylindrical 
polar coordinates (r,ψ ,z) and spherical polar coordinates (p,θ ,ψ) ,  defined as 
shown in Figure 1. Coordinate systems with origin at the centre of the waterplane 
area of  each body wil l  a lso be used,  a  subscr ipt  j  wi l l  indicate  coordinates  
associated with  body j  .   The or igin of  coordinate  system  j   i s  a t  (x ,y ,z)  = 
)0,j,j( ηξ ,whi le  the posi t ion of  body  re la t ive to  body  j   has  polar  l
coordinates . A plan view of the array is given in Figure 2.  )j,jR()j,jr( ll α=ψ
The usual assumptions of the linearised theory of water waves are made, 
including those of inviscid; irrotational flow.  Hence the fluid motion is 
described by a velocity potential 
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where g is the acceleration due to gravity.  The complex-valued function       
 (x,y,z) satisfies Tφ
0T
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within the fluid, the linearised free surface condition 
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(excluding the waterplane area of each body) and zero-flux conditions on the bed 
z = h and the wetted surface of each body. The scattered part of the wave field 
must also satisfy a radiation condition allowing only outward propagating waves 
at large horizontal distances from the array. 
The scattering problem is solved by the method of matched asymptotic 
expensions under the assumptions that 1/aand1k <<=∈<<=μ ll  (which together 
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imply μ∈  = ka << 1).   Here k is  the wavenumber,  related to the radian 
frequency ω through the dispersion relation 
   ω2  =  gk  tanh  kh,            (2.4) 
ℓ  i s  a  typ ica l  body spac ing  and a i s  a  typ ica l  body rad ius .   The  f i r s t  o f     
the assumptions above indicates that the waves are long relative to the 
horizontal extent of the array (thus the array must be of finite horizontal 
extent) while the second requires the bodies to be widely-spaced relative to 
body-size, though interaction effects beyond the lowest order in ∈  will  be 
included in the following analysis. 
Following Balsa (1982,1983), three flow regions are distinguished. These 
are:  an outer region at  large distances from the array where the length scale 
is k- 1 ,  an intermediate region within the array (but not 'close'  to any body) 
where  the  length scale  is ℓ and N inner  regions surrounding each body where 
the length scale  is  a  .   In  the outer  region the scat tered wave appears  to  be 
the  resul t  of  s ingular i t ies  a t  a  s ingle  or igin  whi ls t  in  the intermediate  region 
the disturbance appears to be generated by singularities at the origin of each 
body coordinate system. 
The previous work of Balsa makes it unnecessary to give full details of the 
solution derivation here.   In particular the correct  gauge functions for the 
various asymptotic expansions will be assumed from the outset. For each of the 
two body geometries considered the solution is presented in the following way. 
The potentials in each of the three regions are expanded in terms of gauge 
functions in μ and the outer and intermediate expansions matched so that the 
leading order outer solution is determined in terms of constants in the inter-
mediate solution. The potentials in the intermediate and inner regions are further 
expanded in terms of gauge functions in ∈ .  The body boundary conditions are 
satisfied in the inner regions and matching determines the intermediate solution 
and hence the outer solution.  The final form of the far field potential is a 
double expansion in μ and ∈ . 
3.  An array of vertical cylinders
Each body is taken to be a vertical circular cylinder of radius a, extending 
throughout the depth of the fluid.  The incident wave travels in the direction of 
increasing x so that  may be written Tφ { }
khcosh
)hz(kcosh)y,x(ikxe)z,y,x(T
−φ+=φ                   (3.1) 
where the first term within the braces represents the incident wave and   φ  the 
scattered wave. Substitution of this expression for Tφ  into equation (2.2) gives 
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The free surface condition (2.3) and the zero flux condition on z = h are 
satisfied identically because of the special choice of form of . The function  Tφ
φ must satisfy the boundary conditions 
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on the wetted surfaces of the cylinders. 
3.1  Outer/intermediate matching 
Scaled coordinates for the outer region are defined by 
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so that,  from equation (3.2),   satisfies ))y,x(()y,x( φ≡φ ∧∧∧
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in the fluid region. In the intermediate region appropriate scaled coordinates 
are defined by 
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within the fluid.  The outer and intermediate potentials are expanded in μ as 
)(O 3
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and 
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respectively, here only those terms required to determine the outer potential 
to leading order are displayed explicitly.  In the current work the order 
symbol  is used to denote terms of order y  for all  t greater than )s(O μ t)n(s μμ l
or equal to zero.  A superscript within parentheses identifies individual terms 
within an expansion. 
The most general solution for  satisfying equation (3.5) and the 
)2(∧φ
radiation condition is 
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where  denotes the Hankel function of the first kind and order m and mH
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are complex constants to be determined from the matching. 
Substitution of equation (3.9) into equation (3.7) shows that each term in the 
expansion of 
_
 ,  to the order displayed, is a solution of the two-dimensional φ
Laplace equation. The most convenient form for each  (t = 1,2.1,2) is in )t(_φ
terms of singularities within each body, thus 
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where  are complex constants to be determined.  The ...,
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expansions to O(μ2) of  and ∧φ φ  may now be matched following the principles 
described by Van Dyke (1975). As a result the outer solution may be written in 
terms of the constants in the intermediate solution as 
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where 
)2n(i21 l−γπ                                                 (3.13) =Γ +
and γ = 0.577215... is Euler's constant. Most of the constants in the intermediate 
solution are still undetermined thought the following relations are noted: 
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3.2 Intermediate/inner matching 
The scaled coordinates for the inner region of body j are defined by 
2
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6. 
The body boundary condition (3.3) becomes 
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As for the intermediate solution (equation (3.9)), the inner solution is posed 
first as an expansion in μ of the form 
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where each term displayed is a solution of Laplace's equation.  The individual 
terms of the expansions in μ for _  and φ j~φ  are now expanded in ∈  . Beginning 
with the first non-zero term, the expansions for the inner potential are 
   ...j
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The appearance of the  term in equation (3.20) is due to a source-like ∈∈ n2 l
term in 
)2,2(
j
~φ ,   all other gauge functions are powers of ∈  .   Similar expansions 
are adopted for the intermediate solution though these contain only integer 
powers of ∈ , beginning with ∈2.  The expansion of the intermediate solution 
in  ∈  is equivalent to expanding the constant coefficients in equation (3.11) 
and this interpretation will be used here.  An expansion for )1.2(j
~φ  is not given 
above as it is particularly simple, it turns out that only constant terms may be  
matched with the intermediate solution.  The corresponding term in the inter-
mediate expansion reduces to the same constant so that 
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which, by equation (3.14), is determined by  
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All other terms on the right-hand side of equations (3.19) and (3.20) must 
satisfy the condition of zero normal derivative on the body surfaces.  The 
general form of  which satisfies Laplace's equation and has zero normal 
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j
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derivative on body  j  is 
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F o r  
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~φ  p a r t i c u l a r  s o l u t i o n s  s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  b o u n d a r y  
conditions (3.22-24) are to be added to this; these are 
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Matching these forms of the inner solution with the intermediate solution   
(3.11) yields  
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correct to order ∈4 . A careful examination of the matching equations shows the 
expression for   to be exact.  The coefficients in equations (3.29) determine )2(0
_
A
the outer solution to leading order in μ .  Details  of the inner and intermediate 
solutions are not required in the present work, though for completeness they are 
recorded in the Appendix. 
  8. 
4. An array of floating hemispheres
Let each body be a floating hemisphere (i .e.  with the plane face at the 
mean free  surface)  of  radius  a  . The water  depth is  taken to  be inf ini te ,          
that is kh →  ∞  in equation (2.4),  so that a wave train incident from large 
negative x is described by the potential 
)}zix(K{expinc −=φ            (4.1) 
where the wavenumber K . The scattered wave potential φ (x,y,z) must g/2ω=
satisfy equations (2.2) and (2.3) with the body boundary conditions 
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where  is a spherical polar coordinate as defined in section 2. jρ
4.1 Outer/intermediate matching 
  Scaled coordinates for the outer region are defined by 
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For the intermediate region appropriate scaled coordinates are 
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where μ  = .   In contrast  to the vertical  cylinder case,  the leading order lK
outer solution is  fully determined by the leading order intermediate solution; 
put 
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The outer solution φ may be expressed in terms of generalised wave )2(∧
sources (Thorne (1953)) so that 
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and  is a Bessel function of the first kind and order m . Each source mJ
individually satisfies Laplace's equation, the free surface condition (4.4)     
and the radiation condition.  The intermediate solution is constructed    )1(
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from singularities within each body that satisfy Laplace's equation and, from 
equations (4.6) and (4.8), 
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where mnP  is the associated Legendre function of degree n and order m (note 
that (4.11) is satisfied by taking m+n to be even).  The complex constants 
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expansion of   in spherical polar coordinates, required for the matching, is mψ
given by Hulme (1982), along with a number of other results relevant to the 
present work.  The leading order outer solution is 
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which depends only on the magnitude of the apparent source within each body. 
 
4.2 Intermediate/inner matching 
The scaled coordinates for the inner region of body  j  are defined by 
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and the body boundary condition 
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The inner solution is expanded in μ as 
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all the gauge functions being integer powers of ∈ .  A similar expansion is 
adopted for though, as previously, it is perhaps simpler to think of it )1(
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as an expansion of the coefficients in equation (4.12). 
The body boundary condition for 
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while the remaining terms on the right-hand side of equation  (4.18) have zero 
normal derivative on the body surface.    The free surface condition  (4.15) yields 
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The general solution of Laplace's equation satisfying equation (4.20) and 
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with the complex constants ),1(
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where, from Hulme (1982, equation B10), 
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Matching with the intermediate  solut ion gives  
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exactly, which determines the outer solution to leading order in  μ .  Further 
details of the intermediate and inner solutions are given in the Appendix. 
5.  The mean drift force
The mean drift forces and moments on a body have been related to the far 
field of the first order scattering potential by Maruo (1960) and Newman (1967). 
The result  for the mean horizontal drift  force in the direction of wave advance 
is 
∫ π ψψψ−⎟⎟⎠
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⎛ +π
ρ= 2
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k2
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where  ρ   i s  here  the  f lu id  dens i ty  and  A(ψ )  i s  re la ted  to  the  fa r  f i e ld  form    
of the scattered wave through 
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The long-wave limit of    is zero, however the present interest is in 
)2(
Xf
enhancement effects which may persist for waves of large, but finite, length. 
The ratio of the drift  force on N bodies to the drift  force on an isolated  
body is 
    ∫
∫
−
−= π
π
2
0
22
0
dψ2|)ψ(1|)ψcos1(
dψ|)ψ(|)ψcos1()2(
A
NA
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where AN )(ψ   gives the angular dependence of the field scattered by N bodies. 
For an array of vertical cylinders the low-frequency limit of  is )2(XF
calculated from equations (3.12) and (3.29), after first writing equation (3.12) 
12. 
 
in the form of equation (5.2) using the expansions of the Hankel function for 
large argument (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p. 364).  Thus 
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             (5.4) 
 
This shows that the speculation that the low-frequency limit of the drift  force 
on N cyl inders  is  N2  t imes the value for  an isolated cyl inder  is ,  in  general ,  
t rue  only in  the  l imit  as  ∈  tends to  zero.  The exis tence of  the 0(∈2 )  term        
i s  consis tent  with  the calculat ions  for  two cyl inders  i l lus t ra ted in  Figure 2  
of Eatock-Taylor and Hung (1985); for two closely spaced cylinders with the line 
of centres perpendicular to the direction of wave advance their results show 
further drift  force enhancement over and above an N2-fold increase.  It  is 
interesting to note that the 0(∈2 ) term is zero for a number of specific geo-
metries, including two cylinders with their line of centres at an angle /4  π
to the direction of wave advance and any number (≥  3) of cylinders at the 
ver t ices  of  a  regular  polygon,  i r respect ive of  i ts  or ientat ion to  the wave 
d i rec t ion .  For  those  cases  where  the  te rm i s  no t  ident ica l ly  zero  i t s  s ign  
varies with the direction of wave incidence. 
The far-field form of the potential for scattering by an array of  
floating hemispheres is found from equations (4.13) and (4.24) using the result 
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(Hulme, 1982, equation (2.8)). Hence, in this case, 
 
                       (5.6) ,NF
0
lim 2)2(X =μ→
 
exac t ly ,  and  the re  i s  no  h igher  o rder  cor rec t ion  in  ∈ .  The  0 (∈2 )  t e rm fo r  
the  cyl inder  case ar ises  f rom the dipole- l ike terms in  equat ion (3 .12) ,  there  
are no equivalent terms in the leading-order approximation to the far field for 
an array of hemispheres. 
The dissimilarity in the far-field potentials for the two cases is a 
consequence of the difference in the scattering properties of the individual 
bodies.  The vertical cylinder extends throughout the depth whereas the hemi-
sphere is localised near the free surface in deep water.  The transition from 
one extreme to the other may be illustrated by the solution of Miles and Gilbert 
(1968) for a single truncated (i.e. not extending over the full depth) cylinder 
13. 
in finite depth water. Using a variational technique they derive an approximation  
to the far field potential of the scattered wave in the form 
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and d  is the clearance beneath the cylinder.   Interest is in waves that are long 
compared to the body radius  a  so, if  kh is taken to be 0(1),  the size of  Mx
depends principally on the relative magnitudes of d/h and J |  (ka). For ka << 1, M
.1m,)!1m(2/)ka(
0m,ka
1m
2
1
2
1{~)ka(|mJ ≥−
=−
−               (5.10) 
Hence,   if  d/h  is  O(ka),   xo ~ x1    while  )2m(xx 1m ≥<<   so  that  to  leading  order 
in ka the far field is of the same form as equation (3.12) for cylinders extending 
throughout the depth. Hence it  is anticipated that the drift  force ratio will  be 
given approximately by equation (5.4) for an array of truncated cylinders with 
little bottom clearance.  On the other hand, if d/h = 0(1) then   ( )1mxx m0 ≥>>
and the low frequency limit of the drift force ratio is well approximated by 
equation (5.6). 
In the present work attention has been focussed on the low frequency limit 
of the dr i f t  force ra t io .   For  pract ical  purposes  i t  i s  important  to  see how  
the s t rong interact ion effects  pers is t  for  shorter  waves ( though s t i l l  long 
relative to body radius).   The present work could, in principle, be extended to 
higher order for this purpose but it  would be more useful to consider more 
realistic geometries than those considered here.  Eatock-Taylor and Hung (1985) 
and Kagemoto and Yue (1985) have reported a small number of calculations for 
groups of truncated cylinders and, though they clearly illustrate the possibility 
of considerable drift force enhancement at non-zero frequency, more work for a 
greater variety of body geometries and array configurations is required. 
 
The author is grateful to Dr. M. McIver for a number of useful comments .  
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Appendix;  Intermediate and inner solutions 
 
A l l  t e r m s  i n  t h e  i n t e r m e d i a t e  s o l u t i o n s  a r e  g i v e n  c o r r e c t  t o  O ( ) w h i l e  4∈
terms in the inner solutions are correct to 0( 4∈ ). 
 
(a)  Vertical cylinders
Intermediate solution (equation (3.9)) : 
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Inner solution (equation (3.18)): 
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(b)  Hemispheres
Intermediate solution (equation (4.8)): 
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Inner solution (equation (4.17): 
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Figure 1: Definition of (a) cylindrical polar coordinates (r,ψ ,z) 
and (b) spherical polar coordinates (ρ,θ,ψ) of the field point P. 
 
 
Figure 2 :  Plan view of  array showing bodies   j   and   .  l
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
